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North Dakota slopes provide winter entertainment 
By: Lucas Schnaidt five-foot jumps that Huff Hills does Fire. spend more time on the runs and less time

not supply.” Center High School junior Other features include its terrain park, riding up the chair-lift. While most Americans think of 
KaDee Berger said. half-pipe, and tube rides. The variety of runs available to ridersNorth Dakota as the subzero barren 

Bottineau also has a solution for the The terrain park at Frost Fire trumps adds to the fun-factor of the resort.flatland, our state does offer winter 
fun-seeker who refuses to go through the even that of BWP, exhibiting table tops,    “Huff was more enjoyable [than BWP] entertainment for folks willing to 
aches and pains of learning how to ski rails, boxes, kinked boxes, and large eight- because there was more to do and morebreak out of their winter hibernation. 
or snowboard: a tubing park. Bottineau foot jumps (www.frostfireskiarea.com, trails,” Berger said.North Dakota boasts three ski resorts 
Winter Park offers three tubing runs where 1-31-11).    Huff Hills’ terrain park however lacks located in the eastern half of the state: 
riders cruise down on rentable tubes and    Frost Fire’s terrain park even dishes out this variety, with only a few rails and Bottineau Winter Park, Frost Fire, and 
then attach the tube to a lift that hauls a half-pipe, giving it a huge edge over one five-foot jump in its repertoire. The Huff Hills. While these resorts aren’t 
them back to the top. A tubing lift ticket both Huff Hills and BWP. lack of equipment suggests that one ofexactly the size of Copper Mountain in 
for two hours costs $10.    Matching BWP, Frost Fire offers three Huff’s main goals is to be family-oriented, Colorado, they do provide a fun way to 
 Of all its features, BWP holds night 600 feet long tubing runs. They operate in making it a great place for beginners.get out of the house and enjoy the snow of 
skiing the highest on its pedestal. Light the same condition as BWP except a two They don’t have to worry about the the infamous North Dakota winters. 
poles cover all of BWP’s main trails hour lift ticket costs $12 instead of $10. “boarder punks flying off a rail and hitting The smallest of the three resorts, 
extending it’s closing time from 5:00 to Frost wins the trophy of best freestyle them in the head.”Bottineau Winter Park (BWP), offers 
9:00 p.m. features in North Dakota with its deluxe All three of North Dakota’s winter nine runs and a vertical height of 250 feet 
   Even though it’s the smallest resort in terrain park. entertainment resorts appeal to different (www.skibwp.com, 1-31-11). 
North Dakota, BWP’s night skiing, tubing The final and largest ski resort in North tastes.The novelties of BWP include its lift 
runs, and Terrain Park certainly make it Dakota is ironically Huff Hills. Huff Hills’    Huff hills stands on family orientation ticket rates, terrain park, tubing runs, 
the acclaimed “Jewel above the Prairie.” name is misleading as it stands a vertical and variability.and night skiing. Bottineau Winter Park 
   Frost Fire, North Dakota’s second height of 450 feet (almost double BWP) Frost Fire appeals to veteran terrain parkoffers the lowest lift ticket rates for 
largest resort with a total of ten runs, lies and offers sixteen runs (www.huffhills. riders.teenagers (ages 13-18) in the state: $15 on 
along a snow-belt, packing the resort com, 1-31-11).    Bottineau Winter Park grants thrill-Thursdays, $18 on Fridays, and $22 on the 
with plenty of fresh powder. The current A lift ticket at Huff Hills for ages 13-61 seekers more time on the slopes.weekends (www.skibwp.com, 1-31-11). 
amount of base snow at Frost Fire is 25- on Thursdays is $22 and on the weekends North Dakota blasts away the mythWhile not having the height of other 
35” (www.frostfi reskiarea.com, 1-31-11). is $25. of being the “barren subzero flatland.”North Dakota resorts, BWP offers a great 
Huff Hills and BWP both only offer a base    Huff Hills, located sixteen miles south Our state offers fantastic opportunities terrain park for its low prices. 
snow amount of 18- 28” (www.huffhills. of Bismarck, swaggers its length and for people willing to break free from the   “Bottineau Winter Park has several 
com, www.skibwp.com, 1-31-11). variability against BWP and Frost Fire. imprisonment of their homes and savorfeatures including table tops and two 

A $35 lift ticket lasts all day at Frost Because of the length of the resort, riders quality winter entertainment. 

Not all water fountains quench thirst equally 
By: Robert Faut

Of all a student’s quandaries, a drink at the fountain 
seems trivial. A warm gulp or two, however, can turn 
anyone’s day sour.  Students prefer a fountain that is 
consistently cold and not too pressurized.

 Students overwhelmingly voted the shop fountain 
as best in temperature and pressure. The fountains 
atop the mezzanine also exhibit excellent flow and a 
constant chilled stream. 
   Being slightly older (installed in the ‘70’s), the gym 
hall fountain delivers a slightly less powerful fl ow but 
still competes with the best for coldness.
   Neither the women’s nor the men’s upstairs fountains 
deliver a cool emission initially because these 
fountains’ refrigeration unit is downstairs.  Students 
also complain of being blasted in the face when 
casually approaching these fountains. 
   Fountain pressure isn’t an uncontrollable 
phenomenon; a valve typically at the spigot allows 
for someone to increase or decrease the pressure, 
according custodian Darrel Mosbrucker.                                                      
   “We turned the pressure down on the upstairs 
fountains because they were spilling on the floor 
initially when used,” Mosbrucker said.

 Regular fountain maintenance includes replacing 
broken spigot tops and valves, as well as removing 
the front panels and blowing the dirt and lint from the 
condenser cooling coils.
   “It’s hard to believe how much lint rolls around our 
school,” Mosbrucker said. 

According to Mosbrucker, the downstairs men’s 
fountains were replaced in 2010 to meet handicap-
accessibility standards. These fountains have individual 

Water investigator, Robert Faut, tests the quality 
of the fountain near the shop. 

(Photo by: Samuel Reinhardt) 

refrigeration units and fall into the lower quartile of 
pressure ratings. 

The fountain adjacent the women’s downstairs 
restroom is awkward to use because of its archaic 
design. It also lacks pressure somewhat and is mildly 
cool. 
    Lastly, the freshman fountain hangs on with decent 
pressure and a steadily chilled channel.
   Senior Mike Lindeman, an avid water drinker, attests 
to the god-like status of the shop fountain. 

“I usually purchase a bottle from the lunch room 
in the morning, and try to make it to the shop 
fountain before fourth period and again before sixth,” 
Lindeman said.

 Junior Isaiah Krebs also refills from the Agriculture 
department’s fountain twice a day.
  “The Ag. fountain’s crystal clear geyser keeps me 
hydrated during sports seasons, especially wresling,” 
Krebs said.

 Krebs said when he stays hydrated he is more alert 
and focused. 

The oldest fountains, installed in 1964, include the 
upstairs fountains, the downstairs women’s bathroom, 
and the men’s locker room, according to Mosbrucker. 

The fountain adjacent the shop boasts quality 
fabrication from the Haws Company, an industry 
leader that has met the California AB1953 lead content 
standard for almost 20 years (www.hawsco.com, 2/1/ 
2011).

 Regardless of pressure, temperature, or taste, all 
Beulah High fountains are sure to provide necessary 
hydration to students, staff, and administration alike. 

The Beulah Police 
Department
supports the

Beulah Miners!

 Drive Safely,
Miners! 

Seniors find answers to 
possible extra half-history credit 
requirement. P4

Possibilities are endless for 
students using new tools in 
shop and art class. P6-7 

Miner boys and girls basketball 
teams prepare for tough 
competition at upcoming 
tournaments. P10-11 

Faut investigates BHS water 
fountains to find the best 
of the best. P12 
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By: Megan Muscha 

New backpack hooks have 
been added to the commons area 
in order for students to hang up 
belongings before they head for 
the lunchroom. The hooks were 
installed to remove the clutter 
that was built up by students’ 
backpacks lying on the fl oor while 
they enjoyed their lunch.
   Principal Todd Kaylor initiated this 
change. 
   “There weren’t any complaints about 
the backpacks being on the fl oor., 
but Beulah High School is a neat and 
organized place. The piles of backpacks 
being scattered on the fl oor weren’t 
giving off this positive impression, so we 
changed that,” Kaylor said.
   Kaylor also explained that there aren’t 
really any consequences if students don’t 
use the hooks.
   “We’re just seeing how it goes because 
we want that area to look better,” Kaylor 
said. 

This movement has been especially 
helpful for the janitors at BHS, who have 
had to maneuver their way around the 
backpacks and books that were scattered 
on the fl oor. 
   “I think it looks cleaner and it’s nice 
so that no one trips over them. Darrel 
Mosbrucker and Bernie Keller really did 
a good job when they put those in,” BHS 
custodian, Nancy Bickerstaff said.

 New to Beulah High School, custodian 
Cathy Medchill agrees that it looks much 
better when everything is hung up and 
not in the way for people to get hurt.

 “I believe that it has had a positive 
impact on the students because now they 
don’t have to search through the pile 

of bags to find their belongings. I also 
see that at times students even hang their 
coats on them, so it’s not just being used 
for backpacks at lunch time,” Medchill 
said.

 Not all at the high school agree that the 
hooks make for an easy access to their 
belongings.

 “I definitely think that the hooks would 
be a good idea…if there were more of 
them. Instead, every time I go to grab my 
backpack it’s usually stuck under three 
gigantic one’s and grabbing my backpack 
shouldn’t cost me a jammed fi nger,” 
junior Meghan Battest said.

 Height also can be a frequent issue 
where the hooks are concerned. It can 
difficult for those who need to reach the 

top hooks when the lower ones have been 
taken up. And considering there are three 
rows of hooks, with the highest ones being 
well…quite high for some (seven feet off 
the ground), a few students are just out of 
luck if there’s no room.
   “It’s harder for the shorter people 
because most of the time the lower hooks 
are taken up first and reaching the top 
ones becomes quite difficult. Even the 
tall people don’t always use the higher 
hooks,” junior Heidi Zimmerman said. 

As with anything that changes, it takes 
time to adjust, even with small things like 
backpack hooks. But soon, making use of 
these hooks will just become part of the 
daily routine for BHS students. 

New hooks in the Beulah High School commons provide students 
with an organized place to store their backpacks during their lunch 
hours and remove clutter.  (Photo by: Andrew G. Heller) 

City of Beulah calls for volunteers 

“We are very fortunate to live in a small 

By: Kendra Seibel Principal Todd Kaylor said. According to the Advanced Hydrologic 

The City of Beulah will need 
volunteers to help sandbag. The 
sandbags will be filled at the 

Students will be allowed to volunteer 
and will not be counted absent. Kaylor 
says they will be asked to sign in at the 
Civic Center for managerial purposes. If 

Prediction Service, as of Feb. 1, 2011, the 
Knife River near Beulah and Hazen is just 
under three feet. When the river reaches 
25 feet, the city of Beulah will take on

Beulah Civic Center from noon it is not a serious problem, students will water.  At 26 feet, water is likely to be on 
until 6 p.m. on Friday, Mar. 11 and be allowed to volunteer on their own Highway 49 south of Beulah. Numerous 

Monday, Mar. 14.  On Saturday, 
Mar. 12 and Sunday, Mar. 13, 
sandbags will be 

time. Whether students will be allowed 
to volunteer during school or not will be 
decided later, when the snow begins to 

homes in Beulah may experience flooding 
if the river reaches 27 feet. 

Wiedrich says that if the snow melts 
gradually, the chances 

filled from 8 a.m. to of flooding will decrease 
6 p.m. community where neighbors help drastically.  She empahsized 

that winter is not over, and “The fi lled sandbags neighbors.” ~ Linda Wiedrich, City Auditor 
will be used for any 
persons who have homes 
or property that will be affected by the 
flood waters,” Brant Keller, Beulah City 
Council member, said. “Sandbags are also 
used to sandbag the water treatment plant 
of Beulah.” 

Students will be asked to help with 
whatever is needed. Depending on the 
severity of the flood, students may be able 
to volunteer during the school day, with 
parental permission.

 “If flooding is a severe threat, anyone 
who wants to help from noon until 
3:20 p.m. can sign out in the offi ce and 
head over there [Beulah Civic Center],” 

melt. 
As of now, it is hard to say if flooding 

will be a serious problem this spring or 
not. It will depend on how fast the snow 
melts. 

“The moisture in the snow is above 
average,” Beulah City Auditor, Linda 
Wiedrich said. “There should be one inch 
of moisture to every 12 inches of snow 
and it’s a little above that right now.”

 People should prepare for the worst. 
According to Wiedrich, the more 
preparation that is made now, the less 
damaging the flood will be later. 

the wet snow is still to come. 
People in the community need 

to step up and help out.
 During the flood in 2009, volunteers 

helped out with things like filling 
sandbags, warning people to move to 
higher ground, and clean-up after the 
flood.
   “We are very fortunate to live in a 
small community where neighbors help 
neighbors; it’s their way of showing love 
for their community,” Wiedrich said.

 Keller asks students to form volunteer 
teams; he encourages organizations like 
Student Council, FCCLA, and FBLA to 
lend a hand. 

http:www.beulah.k12.nd.us
http:www.hawsco.com
http:www.skibwp.com
www.huffhills
http:reskiarea.com
www.frostfi
http:www.skibwp.com
www.huffhills
http:www.skibwp.com
http:reskiarea.com
www.frostfi
http:www.beulahminerincidents.com
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THE MINER Beulah welcomes district teams on Feb. 25, 26, and 28
INCIDENTS 

By: Anika Jurgens shoot easy shots.”
Staff According to many of the Lady Miners,Beulah High School will host the 

the district and regional tournaments areDistrict 14 Tournament on Feb. 25, by far the hardest, but most rewarding
26, and 28. games of the season.

The Lady Miners expect to go into “We need to play hard all four quarters 
districts with the third or fourth seed. and we need to come out ready to win,” 

Alison Schaper and Meghan Battest both Battest said. 
agree that Dickinson Trinity and Killdeer According to Schaper all the little

Alison Schaper Andrew G. Heller Cowboys will be the biggest competition things that are easy to do, but mostNews writer Columnist 
at the district tournament. forgetful, are the keys to doing their bestFeatures editor Cartoonist 

“We need to work on boxing out and as districts.
rebounding, as well as finishing,” Schaper “Districts are a hard challenge, but 
said. “We also need to work on defense really, it just shows us what we have to 
and not let anyone off the other team look forward to at regionals,” Schaper 

said. 
The Miners look at districts to make 

a move into their place at the regionalAnika Jurgens Jodi Boe 
Sports writer Features writer tournament, which will be held at
Sports editor Features editor Dickinson Trinity on Mar. 7, 8 and 10.

 If the Lady Miners make it to the 
regional tournament, they hope to have 
a chance for a rematch with the 2010 
Class B girls state winners, the Beach 
Buccaneers. 

“At the beginning of the year we played
Frank Smith Jade Schaan really well against Beach. Regionals will

Features writer Feature writer be another chance to have a chance atSports editor Features editor winning,” junior Nicole Lorenz said. 

Left to right :Alison Schaper shoots 
from the freethrow line during the 
game against Hazen. (Photo by: 
staff); Emmie Miller dribbles up 

Kendra Seibel Lucas Schnaidt the court against Trinity. (Photo
News writer Feature writer by: Megan Muscha)News editor Features editor Pride Period ineffective in meeting goals 

Pride period has been in effect administration has already hammered into terms of teaching independence. Students 
its students many times over: all drugs are are completely capable of keeping track of Miners drop to Class B this upcoming baseball seasonfor four years now, and it’s time for 
bad, abstain from sex, infringing on copy their own grades thanks to Powerschool.a little constructive feedback from By: Zach Morris assistant coach Ryan Bodell said. this year. With only one senior, Skye advantage of the other team’s miscues.rights warrants jail time, etc. Teachers should not be expected to harp 

Marisa Kritzberger Megan Muscha the student body. Each one of these is a serious and on students about grades they received The switch from Class A to Sophomore Brett Koch said he’s ok with Little Soldier, the team will have to rely I believe we can have a good year and 
Feature writer News writer going down to Class B. on a solid effort from its underclassmen. be one of the top teams in our region ifFor those too young to witness the important topic that needs to be addressed in other classes. Handing grades out to Class B this spring is causing a
Opinions editor Features editor “It doesn’t matter to me. I just want to Koch, a sophmore, is not the least some players step up and we improveinception of Pride Period, here’s a quick and taught in a thorough manner students just creates apathy among the commotion for the Beulah Miners. play some ball,” Koch said. bit worried. He speaks of his high defensively,” Bodell said.history lesson: Pride Period was originally – something Pride Period does not student body. The issue of whether to drop or remain Junior Cameron Sadowsky said he was expectations for the outcome of this year’s An improvement in defense is the keyset up as a senior mentorship program. effectively do for several reasons. As young students, we’re taught time Class A has been brought up the last two a little undecided whether he likes the season. to success in this upcoming season, alongThe idea was that seniors in each pride Pride Period simply is not long enough management. Such that, when there’s free seasons. In order to drop down, Hazen switch or not.  “I hope the Miners win a champinship, with strong hitting and pitching. Thewould make sure that underclassmen to do heavy topics justice. To do so, there time a student should always be doing and Beulah would no longer be able to “I feel it was a necessary step to go we will have a lot of good competition, Miners are really going to need a strongwere adjusting well to high school by needs to be stimulating discussion among something constructive and conducive combine and have one team. down to Class B. It will give us a better but we will get it done,” Koch said. effort. The Miners are going to be inanswering questions, giving weekly the students and teachers, statistical to education. The materials presented inNicholas Biel Samuel Reinhardt With votes from the board, coaches, and chance for success in winning more Sadowsky dreams of being 2011 Class B Velva’s region. Velva is the defendingColumnist News writer lessons, and generally promoting respect information enforcing the given lesson, Pride Period will never make up for all of players, the Miners have remained Class A games. But most fields will be gravel state baseball Champs. Class B state champs coming into thisFeatures editor News editor between the various grades. expert testimonials from qualified the legitimate lecture time lost in the four until this up coming season. infields, not grass like ours, and the “We just have to play good defense, next season.Ultimately, this iteration of Pride failed. people, and realistic examples of the years it has existed. “I actually wouldn’t mind staying competition won’t be as great as Class A,” have good innings from our pitchers, and “No matter what region we’re in, we’reNot all seniors were good at leading consequences of certain actions. None of Pride Period is too ambitious for its Class A. I want them to be better baseball Sadowsky said. good at bats. If we do that we should be going to have to come to play every dayfifteen or so students, and not every this is possible during the short amount own good. It tries to be too many things players and playing against better Players and coaches had disagreements good,” Sadowsky said. and put all phases of the game together.”teacher readily embraced the program. of allotted time. We are at a point in our at once and ends up doing none of them competition will make them get better. about the switch. Despite the Bodell expects the Miners are going to Bodell said. “We need everyone to beThen, the program was repurposed to lives when curbing our behavior takes well. Pride Period is a wildly novel idea, When playing Class B you could play disagreements, the Beulah Miners will be have to work hard and come ready to play more consistent in all areas than last yearinstead be led by the teacher. Teachers more than just saying, “No, don’t do that but an idea is nothing without the proper poorly and still win. That isn’t helping our moving to Class B. every single game. to have a successful season.”Robert Faut Skye Little Soldier now gave the lessons, handed out grades, because I said so.” We need to see the execution of it.
Features writer Sports Columnist team to get better,” The Beulah Miners have a young team “We must minimize our errors and takekept track of failing students on the lessons backed up by truth and logic. Nobody will say Beulah High School
Features editor Opinions editor support ladder, and oversaw each of their Also, it is unfair to expect all teachers to didn’t try something unique. Nor will 

students’ conferences – essentially what be experts on sex education one week and they say we didn’t give it enough time 
Pride is like today. then experts on cyberbullying the next. for the bugs to be worked out. After four 

So, here we are four years later with They already have full-time jobs peeling agonizing years, Pride Period needs to be 
little praise to be sung about Pride Period. kids off of the ceiling. The quality of the phased out because it doesn’t have a place 

First, let us address the lessons. lessons brilliantly reflects this fact. in the future; it only belongs in the past, 
Honestly, the lessons are simple, Next, let us examine the handing out of with DC power and parachute pants.Stephen Kessler Zach Morris condensed spats of information the grades. Truthfully, it’s a step backwards inFeatures writer Sports writer

Features editor Sports editor Letter to the Editor of The Miner Incidents
 It has recently come to the attention of the Miner Incidents’ staff that no one has written a letter to the editor. This is an opportunity 

for the denizens of BHS to voice themselves, yet all remain quiet. Come on, it’s really not that exhausting. Look! I just did it! That’s 
like four sentences already. How hard is it to write a short paragraph complaining about something around the world? Something, 
somewhere is annoying someone. I am calling upon those annoyed people. It doesn’t take a knowledge of the force or a quest to take 

Carson Reinhardt Zach Femling a ring to a fiery mountain to make people want to embrace their epic destiny. All it takes is a slight annoyance. Irritated with current 
Columnist Features writer politics? Rant about it! School policies make no sense? Shout from the rooftops! Too much homework? Well that just requiresOpinions editor some actual work. But I digress, dear reader. I am calling thee! Find what irks thy senses. Doth nothing perturb thee? Then write! 

Write like you’ve never written before. Craft a Letter to the Editor. Tell us what is on your mind. As fun as this is, the staff shouldn’t 
have to write gibberish to take up space reserved for the plebeians!

 Sincerely, Andrew G. Heller & Carson Reinhardt 

The Miner Incidents is published six times a year by the Journalism Department by and for the students of Beulah High School and 
does not necessarily represent the views of the administration. The Miner Incidents accepts signed letters to the editor, reserving the 
right to edit them for grammar and profanity. Student submissions may be given to Mrs. Heller.

The Miner Incidents is published six times a year by the Journalism Department by and for the students of Beulah High School and 
does not necessarily represent the views of the administration. The Miner Incidents accepts signed letters to the editor, reserving the 
right to edit them for grammar and profanity. Student submissions may be given to Mrs. Heller. 

http:season.to
http:reasons.As
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Carson’s Conundrums Referees deserve some extra credit on the court 
By: Skye Little Soldier a “captains’ meeting.” The head referee it seems like they are favoring one team. Players decide the flow of the game, the

Getting yelled at is only part of tells the players no talking back or bad Fans and players always feel like some score of the game, and how it is played. 
the job for referees. Not sticking sportsmanship and if anybody has a refs are biased. That is just getting caught Refs are there to make the game fair.  It is 
up for themselves. Not even question to just ask. The most important up in the moment, but that is no excuse a ref’s job to make calls which he thinks 

thing they say is “We will make mistakes. to yell or get mad. Holding in frustration are right. If a fan disagrees, he can yell allexplaining themselves. Just taking 
We are not going to make every call right, is part of being a player or coach. Fans he wants as long as he’s respectful.  in all the remarks made by the 
but we will do our best.” should voice their positive support and be In game situations, refs tend to do make-crowd, players, and coaches. 

Referees are trained for their job. loud; that is what school spirit is all about. up calls. A make-up call is when a ref Players and fans always blame bad plays 
However, refs do have off nights.  Refs Getting worked is part of being a fan, makes a bad call and knows he or she isor a loss on the refs. I agree, refs do 
are all different. One night a group of which makes it fun. However harmful wrong and makes up for it with anothermake bad calls, but they are better at their 
refs might let a lot of things go, and the or vulgar words should not be said. questionable call. Players all know aboutjob than the players on the court or the 
next night another group of refs might Everybody has emotion and showing it them. To me, good refs do make-up calls fans. Even though a lot of fans think they 
call anything and everything. A good is part of being a player, fan, or coach.  to keep the game even.would be pros at it.                                             
player will adjust; a good player that gets Nonetheless, emotion should never get the Everybody notices all of the bad callsReferees knows what they are doing, 
frustrated will overcome it and bounce best of a fan, player, or coach. they make or think they make. They never if not they wouldn’t be coaching varsity 
back.  Respect is everything, in sports or in get credit for the good calls though. To sports. They have to pass tests to be 

I’m not saying I always agree with the life. A ref’s bad calls do not decide the me, refs don’t get the recognition and get certified. 
refs. Refs do make wrong calls and maybe outcome of the game, the players do. yelled at probably more than they deserve.For basketball, before the game there is 

Regional Tourney held at Dickinson Trinity
Miners have a chance at state in March 
By: Anika Jurgens   score, to a hopeful win in the end. shots,” Guthmiller said.

The Beulah Miners boys “Defense intensity and getting the ball Rueb and Guthmiller both agree 
basketball team snatched the to whoever has the hot hand on the board that playing so many games in such a 
District 14 championship from the as much as possible will help us come out short period of time and keeping the 

with a win,” Rueb said. concentration and intensity up during thatTrinity Titans on Mon. Feb. 14 and 
According to Brandt, offense comes period will be hard.now looking forward to the Region 

and goes but rebounding and playing “The hardest part of regionals will be7 Tournament held at Dickinson good defense is something the Miners staying alive and winning three games in aTrinity on Feb. 21, 22, and 24. can control every night and that has to be row. There is a lot of pressure because its 
Regionals are the toughest part of the consistent. one and done; if you lose, your season is

season according to many of the players.    “We need to play our game, get up and over,” Brandt said. 
The team has been working toward down the court and knockdown open The Miners played the Killdeer

regionals for the whole season, thinking 
that every game is a chance to get better 
and prepare for the tournament.
  “We’d like to think that we can compete 
to win the region tournament; our 
expectations will be high,” head coach 
Jeremy Brandt said. 

According to senior Dustin Rueb, a 
few teams definitely are going to be a 
challenge if the Miners have a chance to 
face them at the tournament. 
   “Dickinson Trinity and Mott-Regent 
both pose a threat in the regional 
tournament,” senior Leighton Guthmiller 
said. 

The Miners district championship title 
puts the Miners in the number one seed in 
the regional tournament. 

“Once the region tournament starts, 
everyone is capable of winning it,” Brandt 
said. “Whoever can get on a roll and play 
well for three games has a good chance; I 
think we can be in that mix.” 

The Miners will try to concentrate on 
the specifics during the regional games. 
The more shots the Miners are able to put 
up will hopefully pay off with a bigger 

Beulah Motor Vehicle 
Branch Office 

120 Central Ave N, Beulah ND
701-873-4940 

License Tag Renewals, 
Title Transfers 

& Vehicle Registra-tion, 
Duplicate Titles, Duplicate Plates, 
Duplicate Registra-tion & Tabs, 

Special Letter Plate Orders, 
and more. 

Cowboys on the Saturday night of 
districts, winning the game by a landslide. 
This put the Miners in the district 
championship on Monday night.
   “We played really well against the 
Titans; the team and individual effort 
made the game go in our favor,” 
Guthmiller said. 

The Miners won the district 
championship against the Trinity Titans 
63 – 47.

Awesome Sauce 
Abstinence only isn’t the only solution 
By: Andrew G. Heller not say whether or not when participants 

In the United States, one third of eventually had sex if they did so safely 
(2-9-11).girls become pregnant before age 

It is important to remember that sex is a20. One in four sexually active personal decision. Those who choose to 
teens has an STD. Abstinence only remain abstinent can still benefit from this 
programs aren’t reaching teens.  knowledge. Few people remain abstinent 
More informed sex education their entire life, so when people make 

the choice to have sex, they should beabout contraception and safe 
informed.sex is necessary. It is time that We teach kids not to touch Mercury and 

we offer knowledge that will we don’t think they’ll want to play with it. 
actually benefit teens and be open We teach them the importance of wearing 
and honest with them about sex a safety belt and airbags, but we don’t 

assume it will encourage them to crash(livestrong.com, 2-14-11). 
their vehicles.Current sex education programs hold 

Giving students knowledge aboutthe idea that abstinence is the only 100 
something doesn’t encourage them to do percent absolutely safe sex, but this idea 
it; it just teaches them how to do it safelyisn’t reaching teens.  The Guttmacher 
if they should choose. Sex is no different. Institute, which studies sexual and 

For those who do choose to have sex,reproductive health worldwide, has found 
contraception makes it safe. Accordingthat the U.S. has the highest rate of teen 
to the CDC, condoms have a 98 percentpregnancy among developed nations. It is 
success rate. If more people usedalmost twice that of other countries in this 
condoms, unwanted pregnancy would becategory (1-31-11). 
a minute issue compared to what it is nowA 2008 report by the Center for 
(2-19-11). Disease Control showed that states in 

The current curriculum leaves teens tothe South with higher levels of funding 
experiment, which can occur at a youngfor abstinence only education programs 
age. By explicitly telling them the detailshad the highest levels of teen pregnancy.  
of sex, the mystery is lost and they canStates in the Northeast that teach 
make an informed decision about whocomprehensive, medically accurate sex 
they have sex with and when. It is aneducation have the lowest teen pregnancy 
emotionally charged activity, and should rates (1-31-11). 
be treated with great care.A 2010 study by the University of 

A federally funded study by the Pennsylvania found that abstinence 
Mathematica Policy Research Inc. foundprograms in urban middle schools only 
that participants in four abstinence-onlydelayed students engaging in sexual 
programs had just as many partners asbehavior for 24 months. A third of the 
nonparticipants. They also started havingstudents in the abstinence program began 

having sex regardless. The study did See Abstinence page 9 

Megan’s Mind 
Energy drinks are tempting 
By: Megan Muscha difficulty.  I wouldn’t have known about 

As I meandered through the these side effects if I hadn’t looked 
isles of Loaf & Jug, I kept my them up. But honestly, how often do 

people actually “Google” the unknowneyes open for anything that could ingredients listed on the back.
guarantee me an instant energy It might be hard to believe, but being
boost. I always believed coffee a teenager can be tough. We have seven 
to be an excellent option but not hours of school plus the homework 
at night, and I wanted something that’s done after school hours.  And 

with the possible left over time, we fi t in with a little more taste. Suddenly sports, friends, family, and work for the
my eyes focused on the back of occasional few.  Because our days can be
the convenience store. Behind the packed with a pile of ‘to-do’ lists, gaining 
glass doors a Red Bull tempted me. instant energy from a 12-ounce drink may 

seem appealing. But when somethingIt beckoned to me…”Drink me 
seems too good to be true it usually is.Megan, drink me!” And how could Sure, the quick surge of energy may last 

I deny it, it says the words “Energy maybe a few hours but what of the “crash”
Drink” right on the can. Mission period afterwards. This is one of the less 
accomplished. What I didn’t know harmful effects caused by energy drinks.  
was that although these types of    Energy drinks can cause other more 

serious health risks. For instance, Reddrinks can give me a short span of Bull affects the blood system causing it 
energy, they come with harmful to become sticky, which is a risk factor 
effects. for cardiovascular problems such as heart

When I read the ingredients, they might attack and heat stroke (www.qualityhealth. 
as well have been in another language com, 2-2-11). 
because I hardly recognized a single one Another common ingredient in energy 
– a problem for those of us not familiar drinks is caffeine.   According to the
with the chemical world. When I see Nutrition Journal, Energy drinks typically 
words such as glucuronolactone, guarana, contain 80 to 140 mg of caffeine per eight 
or taurine, all I’m thinking is “Wow those ounces, which is the equivalent to about
are some strange words!” I can hardly two 12 ounce cans of Mountain Dew or 
pronounce them, let alone know what they Dr. Pepper (www.nutrionj.com, 2-1-11). 
mean.    Because caffeine is a major component 

According to energyfiend.com, the most of energy drinks, it can be common for 
common side effects of these ingredients people to become dependent on them.
are nausea, headaches, and sleeping See Drinks page 8 

I am not a number 
By: Carson Reinhardt 

It’s scholarship writing time for 
BHS seniors, and one aspect of the 
whole process has me bothered: the 
numbers. 

Every application seems to ask for the 
same three numbers over and over: my 
GPA, ACT score, and class rank.
   It’s not the redundancy that annoys 
me, it’s the fact that the entirety of my 
intelligence is succinctly summed up in 
three numbers.

 My complete school career (which also 
happens to be two-thirds of my life), my 
work, my successes, my failures, are all 
crammed into three numbers so that some 
man can take a quick, impersonal glance 
at it, see my not-so-spectacular numbers, 
judge me, and toss it aside while gently 
chuckling to himself. 

Alright, I admit the last paragraph got a 
bit dramatic, but my point is this: I don’t 
want to be a number.

 For so long, I feel like I’ve been 
conditioned to constantly strive for epic 
grades. Up until about sophomore year, I 
took grades especially serious; they were 
the central focus of my attention. In my 
head, I strongly embraced the Protestant 
work ethic ideals: work hard, and you 
shall be rewarded. 
   But, by my junior year, I had a change 
of heart (quite possibly because of the 
movie Dazed and Confused). I didn’t feel 
like a junior in high school. I felt like I 
should have experienced so much more 
and done so many other things with my 
time other than study. I had achieved 
nothing more than a number on a piece of 
white copy paper. 

Biel’s Bias 
The nerd revolution approaches 

The Miners sit with the District 14 championship throphy after their win against Trinity on Monday, 
Feb. 14. (Photo by: Stephen Kessler) 

By: Nicholas Biel 

Geek. Nerd. Techie. These 
names all describe the same sort of 
people: those who prefer the use of 
mental faculties to brute force, who 
research string theory and look at 
silly cat pictures. 

Since the dawn of civilization, 
charismatic leaders and military geniuses 
alike have been carving empires with tools 
created by these men, called inventors 
and scientists when their skills are put to 
“good” use but otherwise ignored. 

They are the people leaders turn to when 
problems can’t be solved with manpower 
alone. From ancient rockets to fusion 
bombs, sails to satellites, the legacy of 
“geeks” cannot be ignored. 
   Unfortunately, their intellect is often 
viewed as just another tool in the 
government arsenal and thus, they have 
relatively little clout. 

J. Robert Oppenheimer, the father of 
the atomic bomb, publicly opposed the 
nuclear arms buildup and had his security 
clearance revoked in return because of his 
alleged communist associations (www. 
aps.org, 2-8-11)
   However, I believe the days of a 
powerless intellectual minority are limited 
and indeed, the current power structure is 
already crumbling. 

Traditional governments will fall to 
the wayside simply because they are so 
firmly based in the past. The technical 
community, on the other hand, always 
looks to the future. Old systems will not 

The difference between a 95 and a 94, 
which would have been a big deal once 
upon a time, seemed so insignifi cant now. 
I still had an “A.” I had tried my hardest. I 
didn’t need to beat myself up over it. 

The more I thought about the grading 
of my intelligence, the more it irritated 
me. There is so much more to what makes 
a person intelligent.

 In the most stereotypical sense of the 
word, “intelligence” conjures up images 
of nerdy people integrating polynomials, 
building bridges, and measuring the 
distance between stars. For me though, 
intelligence means so much more. I 
would argue that social aptness makes up 
an enormous contribution of a person’s 
intelligence. 

Take a person’s sense of empathy. 
Such a skill is in no way measurable. Yet, 
the ability to understand and read other 
people’s feelings and emotions allows for 
a better work environment and a more 
satisfying relationship among co-workers. 

Take leadership. Again, leadership 
cannot be measured. But, for certain 
professions, it is absolutely necessary for 
success. In fact, leadership is essential for 
any society to function properly.

 But, instead of trying to warp the 
definition of intelligence to my own 
liking, I should just say that I value 
wisdom over straight intelligence. Wisdom 
comes with life experiences and is much 
harder to attain. Math, science, and history 
can be taught to anyone—wisdom cannot. 

That day in my junior year, I changed 
my goals. I didn’t want to be an intelligent 
man; I wanted to be a wise man.

 I honestly felt liberated. I was now so 
much more than my 28 on the ACT. I was 

See Number page 8 

be able to keep up. 
The growth of the Internet will most 

likely be the most important factor for the 
redistribution of power in the near future. 
Never before has there been a medium so 
ideal for spreading messages and invoking 
public discussion. The people who can 
harness this growing force will rise to 
power; those who can’t will most likely 
lose it. 

Trying to place limits on Internet 
access is essentially futile as well, as was 
recently demonstrated in Egypt. Even 
though all Internet access was disabled, 
Google and Twitter joined forces to allow 
protesters to be heard by recording phone 
messages and posting them to Twitter.

 Google itself is a prime example of 
technology’s power. Started as a search 
engine, Google has expanded to take on 
video, mail, social networking, maps, 
word processing, and a phone OS, along 
with numerous other data handling tools. 

With each acquisition and innovation, 
it has gained power and wealth, so much 
in fact, that in 2010 it felt comfortable 
withdrawing services from China due to 
that nation’s censorship laws. 
Another attribute benefi tting the 

intellectuals is, quite predictably, science. 
Research is progressing in a number 
of fields, such as robotics and cell 
regeneration, which will ultimately give 
more control and influence to the wielders 
of technology.
   Eventually, we will have a ruling class 
consisting of near ageless, super-

See Nerd page 8 

http:energyfiend.com
http:www.nutrionj.com
www.qualityhealth
http:livestrong.com
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Verizon service brings iPhone to North Dakota FFA contestants prepare forWinter Show Mar. 3-5 
By: Samuel Reinhardt customers on Feb. 10. subscribed to both Alltel and Verizon. the web and talk, while the CDMA 

By: Stephen KesslerFor the first time ever, Apple’s    Even here in Beulah, both the Alltel and AT&T is aware of this concern and technology of the Verizon iPhone limits experienced judgers. The final event is the livestock 
Verizon stores have stated that there has installed new towers across the country to that feature. State Winter Show will Crops judgers look at plant judging event. Although Beulahpopular iPhone is available in 
been an interest in the iPhone. help improve service. The Verizon version is also limited take place on March 3, 4 mounts and try to name them. does not have a team, there areNorth Dakota. The change comes “It could be awhile before the iPhones “[Service] should stay about the same, in areas outside the U.S. it is able to be and 5 in Valley City.  For Then they get plates full of seeds two returning judgers, Stephen

as Verizon Wireless is now able to trickle in and are available here,” Nancy if not, get better in our area,”Jason used. It’ll work in about 40 countries all FFA members who and identify the seeds and try and Hayden Kessler.
sell the phone and as Alltel merges Boremann of the Beulah Verizon store Fernow of the Beulah Alltel store said. like Canada, Mexico, and Japan. This, compete in Ag Sales, crops to find if there are other seeds Last year was Hayden 
with the original iPhone carrier, said.    However, the number of switchers however, does not include major judging and livestock in with the original seeds. They Kessler’s first year of judging; he 
AT&T.  Estimates of the potential sales could be relatively small due to the fact European countries like the U.K. and judging. write down what other seeds are fell short of getting a bronze at

vary widely for Verizon iPhone sales. that in 2009 AT&T made it easier for its France. The AT&T iPhone can be used Since its launch in 2007, areas without       Crops coach Tim Aichele in the original if there are any. state. Stephen Kessler has been
However, according to The Wallstreet subscribers to upgrade to the iPhone 4, mostly anywhere abroad in over 200AT&T coverage were not able to use the and his crops team have high Ag Sales develops public judging for three years now and
Journal, many analysts believe Apple thus locking them into two-year contracts. countries (businessinsider.com, 2-8-11). iPhone. Then in 2009, Verizon Wireless expectations for state. The team speaking skills while contestants is entering into his final year of
will sell anywhere from 9 to 11 million Though Verizon now has the iPhone, The Verizon iPhone however has the agreed to divest 79 service areas of Alltel has five returning judgers: Jodi learn how to become a judging. Last year, he earned 
iPhones on Verizon’s network (2-1-11). some differences exist from the AT&T capability to act as a WiFi hotspot where to AT&T. The $2.35 billion deal set in Boe, Brooke Renner, Logan salesperson. Leah Voigt is high silver. The Wall Street Journal also predicts that version. up to five wireless devices can use themotion for the Iphone to be available in Behm, Mark Muscha and Calvin the only Beulah FFA member “I struggled a bit last year withAT&T will sell 14.5 million iPhones in    One major difference is that the phones phone’s 3G network. One feature the 18 states, including North Dakota (AT&T. Aichele and two new judgers: competing in Ag Sales.  getting my reasons down, but my2011. use different types of 3G connectivity. AT&T version does not have (PCworld. com, 2-1-11). Linsi Boe and Kathleen Aquino. Voigt will try to sell a product brother and I have been attendingAnalysts for the sales are additionally According to PCworld.com, the AT&T com, 2-2-11).Perhaps the biggest news though, is that Last year Boe was the only to a panel of judges. The product practice and I believe I havetaking into account that AT&T iPhone iPhone uses the Universal Mobile Fundamentally though, the two versionsthe iPhone is now available on Verizon 
users might switch over to Verizon Telecommunications System (UMTS) of the phones are the same and have about crops judger to get an individual generally is an agricultural gotten better with my reasons.

Wireless. On Jan. 11 Verizon made the 
because the possibility of better service. while the Verizon iphone uses Code the same pricing. The 16GB model is gold at state. The team received related product. Voigt is selling a My goal is to place at state,

announcement that it had worked out an 
   “Verizon definitely has better service Division Multiple Access (CDMA) (2-2- priced at $200 while the 32GB model is a silver overall. Boe has been horse supplement. I am aiming at getting silver

agreement with Apple to sell a version of 
for me. Alltel seemed to drop more of my 11). The UMTS of the AT&T phones $300 (http://support.vzw.com, 2-8-11). winning gold every year. Leah has been preparing but would like to get to gold,”the iPhone 4. That long anticipated day 
calls,” senior Josh Renner said as he has allow the user to simultaneously browse “I expect the crops team to for state for the last month. Hayden Kessler said.finally came as it was officially to eager 

place in the top five at state this Voigt comes in and sits down    Reasons help FFA members to 
year, as well as we have seven at a computer and gathers quickly memorize a summary. Extra half history credit requirement repealed students judging this year and I information for her horse Livestock judgers give reasons 
hope that, four or five of them supplement product that she on three classes, one cattle,By: Alison Schaper passed. The handbook committee decided benefits. Since Beulah High School was requirement,” Cook said. 
place in the gold category and plans on selling. She also then one sheep, and one hogs.Beulah High School students can the easiest solution would be to add the going to require three and a half credits of Kaylor agreed that the credit was taking 
the others in the high silver practices selling it to coach Reasons explain why judgersstop stressing about the extra half one year of POD to the curriculum and history, students would have been given away from electives. He also brought up 
category,” Aichele said.  Caitlin Schilke. believe a certain animal woncredit of history needed this year in to offer Consumer Education as a finance the chance to choose half a credit of an that since math and science required three 

Because of their experience,    “Yes I am excited for state the class and how the rest of theorder to graduate because it is no class instead of making students take a full elective history course. credits, he believed history should require 
the crops judging team is the because I am a freshmen and this class places.longer required. year of government and a full year of an “In every other core class, students three as well. 
strongest team out of the three will be my first year competing Eyes are on the gold forHouse Bill 1400 created problems for economics class. The history requirement have somewhat of a choice between what The final decision made was that 22 
events for the Beulah FFA.  at state and I look forward to all all FFA members who are schools. According to history teacher was bumped up to three credits, since classes they want to take. However, when credits would be required for graduation 
Crops judging is the only event, competing and they will notand handbook committee member, Janice POD, U.S History, and World History it comes to history, students are required from Beulah High School, of which three of the competitions and bus rides Sophomore Mark Muscha practices for FFA crops 

Oihus, the main issue was interpreting were now all required classes. to take World History sophomore year, of these must be history. with a team and they have many leading up to state,” Voigt said. settle for anything less. judging by examing seeds. (Photo by: Jodi Boe) 
the bill itself. The first interpretation led For Beulah High School, this decision U.S. History junior year, and now POD 

Hours 

Students 

Noon Buffet & Pop 

$6.00 

school districts to believe that the students 
needed 24 credits to graduate this year. 
Later, the bill was re-interpreted to mean 
that students needed 22 credits to graduate 
this year and that school districts could 
decide for themselves if they wanted 
to require more credits or not. Beulah’s 
school district decided on 22 credits for 
graduation in 2011. 

Another problem that arose dealt with 
specific credits needed for graduation. 
According to Principal Todd Kaylor, 
the bill required students to either take 
Problems of Democracy for one year, or 
one year of Government along with one 
year of an economics course. The bill 
stated that a finance class also needed to 
be offered to students.. All these new rules 
created problems and panic for students 
and staff around the state.

 Beulah High School required two and 
a half credits of history before the bill 

bumped the requirement up to three and a 
half credits of history because the full year 
of POD was added to the two and a half 
credits already needed. 

The decision panicked some seniors. 
A majority of the seniors  only had two 
credits of history and were planning on 
taking POD this year since it is now 
required. This meant that they would have 
to take one and a half credits of history 
this year in order to graduate. 
   Other seniors who didn’t have that 
problem simply worried about not getting 
to take the classes they wanted to take 
since POD is now being required.
   “I didn’t really know how I was going to 
fit this credit into my schedule my senior 
year. There were other classes I needed 
and wanted to take and I was afraid I 
wasn’t going to be able to take them,” 
senior Kayden Candrian said. 

This extra half credit did have its 

senior year,” said Oihus. 
The idea to keep the extra half credit 

could have been beneficial because it 
would have raised the expectations of the 
students and hopefully encouraged them 
to take a harder class instead of sluffing 
off.   

“Whenever we expect more out of 
kids, they live up to their potential; so of 
course it would have been beneficial,” 
JoDee Cook, a member of the handbook 
committee said. 

The handbook committee came together 
for a meeting on the issue on Jan. 26. 
After reviewing the pros and cons, they 
decided requiring an extra credit of history 
wouldn’t be beneficial to the students. 
   “We felt it [the history credit] was 
taking away opportunities from the 
students to choose elective courses. The 
students wanting to take upper level core 
courses will, regardless of whether it is a 

Zap Sportmens’ Club 

Membership Fees:
Single: $20
Family: $25 

Target Fees (25):
Adult: $3.50 
Youth: $1.75 

League Card Fees:
Adult: $45 

Youth: $22.50 

Winter League starts in          
February. 

Shootoff is May 14 

Michael J. Hammerschmidt 
O.D. 

Doctor of Optometry 

Beulah Vision, P.C.
Advanced Eyecare for a Lifetime 

204 West Main 
Beulah, North Dakota 58523

(701) 873-5251
1-888-873-5251 

Sakakawea Medical Center 
wishes luck to all the 

Beulah Miner athletes. 

Sakakawea Beulah Clinic 
1101 3rd Ave NW 
Beulah, ND 58523

(701)-873-4242 

Beth Zimmerman, PA-C 
Robert Volk, FNP-C 

 sex at the same median age (2-1-11). 
The Guttmacher Institute found that 

teens in America are more likely to have 
more than one partner in a year than the 
U.K., Canada, and even countries with 
libertine reputations like Sweden and 
France (1-31-11). 

We can learn much from other countries 
about effective education programs.  The 
Netherlands, which starts sex education 
at age five, has the lowest abortion rate in 
the European Union according to pubmed. 
gov.  Their sex ed. curriculum has proved 
a resounding success (2-15-11).

 If the U.S. had the same abortion 
rate as the Netherlands, we would have 
125,000 fewer abortions every year.  
Even if it means sacrifi cing principles, 
it is more important to legitimately treat 
the problems of STDs and unwanted 
pregnancy (2-9-11).

 For years, sexual education programs 

in the United States have advocated 
that abstinence is the only 100 percent 
absolutely safe sex. That’s like saying 
not moving is the only 100 percent 
absolutely safe exercise. Both statements 
are technically correct, but are absurd 
sweeping generalizations.
   It’s basic logic to say that the only way 
to be sure not to have a bad outcome 
from a situation is to completely avoid it. 
Statistical anomalies show that negative 
outcomes are possible. But modern 
technological advancements provide safe 
methods with absurdly high success rates. 

Teenagers should be educated 
about these safe methods. Using this 
knowledge, they can make informed 
decisions about their sexual activity.  
Having sex or not having sex is a personal 
choice. No matter their choice, students 
will be able to use that information to be 
responsible and safe when they make their 
decision. 

Abstinence continued from page 3 

http:http://support.vzw.com
http:PCworld.com
http:businessinsider.com
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SADD prepares for Jamestown convention
By: Marisa Kritzberger  “My older sister and her friend told me

Beulah expects to bring 20 about SADD my freshman year.  Joining 
members to North Dakota’s State SADD helped me to be aware about 
Students Against Destructive what’s out there in our school and make 
Decisions yearly convention in better decisions,” sophomore Trevor 

Zacher said.Jamestown on March 20-22, 
SADD helps teens make better choiceswhich is the largest group from 

for themselves. Having a pizza party onBHS that has ever attended the 
the weekend instead of going to a party isconference. 
an example of a healthy choice that teensWhen students gather from North 
make.Dakota, Minnesota, and South Dakota 

“Kids always tend to overestimatethey will be randomly placed in a 
the number of their friends who areconference group. Students will then 
using alcohol, partying, and such,”participate in workshops, games, and 
Lee Erickson, Northern Lights SADDBreakDown performances throughout the 
coordinator said. “I think they’ll be quitecourse of the weekend. 
surprised to see the real statistics.”This year’s headlining speaker will 

The conference encourages studentsbe Scott McFall. McFall is a master 
to share their creative ideas of makinghypnotist and magician who was named 
healthy decisions with their communities“#1 Hypnosis Trainer in the World 
after the exciting weekend.Today” in 1996. This year’s conference 

One way of bringing the communitytheme, “Breaking the Spell” pays 
together is through a program calledhomage to McFall’s talents (www. 
Reality Check. Reality Check is set uphypnosisconnection.com, 1-29-11).   
for high school students to teach lessons   Senior Taryn Zacher attended the past 
to fourth and fifth grade students about thefive state conferences making tons of 
effects of good decision making (www. enjoyable memories.
nlsadd.com, 1-29-11).“My favorite memory from was last 

Seniors Kayden Candrian, Kendrayear’s speaker Eddie Slowkowski.  He 
Seibel, and Megan Muscha have taught students many lessons that dealt with self- the younger kids why they should joinwas really able to get the crowd energized 
Reality Check to fifth grade students in esteem and the effects of alcohol.” SADD and make healthy decisions.throughout the time at the conference,” 
the past.    Bruce Wold, BHS SADD chapter All SADD members attendingZacher said. 

“Reality Check was a fun way to adviser, believes Reality Check convention are excited to have a goodStudents join SADD to make 
get connected with younger students,” encourages interaction with all ages of time and take back what they learn todifferences in their lives and in the lives 
Candrian said. “We taught the younger students. Veteran SADD members show improve their school and community. others.

Seniors Kayden Candrian, Hailey Fritz, Jade Schaan, and Marisa Kritzberger 
dress up during SADD’s Red Ribbon Week.  (Photo by: Andrew Heller) 

get out there and get wise. running low and projects still need to be proof that these ideals would hold true.Number continued from page 3 
done. But the next time I need it, I’ll still For example, Google, even with its solid

so much more than my 3.98 GPA. I wasn’t Drinks continued from page 3 go for an energy drink…apple juice style! hold on the Internet, still has not infringed
letting those numbers defi ne me. I was According to edrinks.net, high amounts upon people’s right to free information. 
defining them. of caffeine can reduce coordination Nerd continued from page 3 Even more, it uses its wealth to develop
   I began to take school in a different and balance, and too many drinks with intelligent scientists, with the goal of new free services to benefit the lives of its 
kind of “serious” way. I focused on caffeine will disturb sleeping patterns.  It’s efficiency above all else. customers. 
actually learning rather than increasing for these reasons that children, pregnant But, that does not necessarily mean a Additionally, Internet based groups 
my portfolio of numbers. Today, I go to women, and people with heart conditions dreary life for the masses of underlings have traditionally favored leadership
school with excitement because every day should especially avoid energy drinks. or a lifeless, boring utopia. Conversely, transparency. Social networking 
is another day to learn something new and Alternative energy drinks are out there.  a stable, intelligence based authoritarian companies have provided an outlet and
another day experience something new. They might not exactly say “Energy state would most likely be more organizational tool for just uprisings and 

I understand why everyone needs Drink” on them but they do a pretty good peaceful than any current system. The leak sites expose corruption and deceit in
a certain amount of numbers and I job of boosting my energy.  A lack of conflicts for leadership would be more governments.
understand why colleges need that energy can be caused by low blood sugar. like the competition for a university Whether intellectuals eventually take
information. But, I no longer bow down Instead of instantly going for the Red department chair than a mud-slinging over governments or just run society
to them. Bull, drinking something with naturally presidential race. In fact, a truly merit- from the background does not matter. The 

I would advise any underclassmen occurring sugars, such as orange juice, can based government, based on intelligence important thing is that we will have a new
reading this to not only learn the tangent give off a natural sugar rush with an added and character instead of wealth and technological revolution. The new leaders 
of pi over four, but how to work well with bonus of vitamins. connections, would make for a much more will be benign and most likely only
one another and how to have a good time.    I’m not denying that it’s nice to have a efficient and well-run government. demand more caffeine and a great deal of 
High school is only four short years, so source for extra energy when my fuel is Furthermore, we already have some silly looking animals. 

Hatzenbuhler looks out for students’ interests 
news can travel fast and that can be good or bad,By: Anika Jurgens 
depending what it is. Pictures or events, posted on anyDwight Hatzenbuhler works at Coteau and website will be there forever. Hatzenbuhler also said 

is serving his third term on the Beulah School that drugs are more accessible and more dangerous and 
Board. addictive than in his days in school. 

Hatzenbuhler ran for the school board in early June High school has good times and bad for everyone. 
of 2010 and lost, but then was appointed a seat by Phil Things that one will never forget happen on a daily basis. 
Eastgate when he resigned.  “One incident that happened when I was in high school, 

Hatzenbuhler ran to help provide the students the best that I will not forget, was not a very good experience. 
education they can get in any way that he can help. He The high school that I attended was vandalized, causing 
has learned a lot on what a school board does and is still $100,000’s worth of damage but  high school graduation 
learning more every day was a very memorable experience,” Hatzenbuhler said. 

On the school board, the first day is about the same as Hatzenbuhler encourages all students to excell 
the hundredth day, some things never change. academically and participate in extracurriculars.

 Hatzenbuhler feels the need to make sure we are still “Go to class, challenge yourself, do the best you can, 
teaching the main core subjects and also keeping up with get and stay involved in extracurricular activities. Stay 
the changes of today’s world in the school system. out of trouble” Hatzenbuhler said. “Have a vision, stay in 

It just not the fact of looking out for the students but school, and do the best you can.” 
just the thought of knowing what is best for the present When Hatzenbuhler is not in a board meeting he leads 
and future students in the Beulah School System that a busy life.
makes Hatzenbuhler proud to be on the school board.  “I have worked at Coteau Properties, a coal mine, for 

“I have lived in this area for 22 years and understand 27 years, as an operator. I work with many different 
what our students need. I have had three of my own departments, trying to get the job done safely and 
kids graduate from Beulah High School and one more efficiently,” Hatzenbuhler said.
presently in elementary,” Hatzenbuhler said. He enjoys the outdoors that involves hunting, fishing, 
   He said that the major changes in the school system’s and/or camping. He also enjoys any kind active activity 
technology has changed the way issues happen today; such as demolition derbys, bull-a-ramas, country music 

and concerts. (Photo by: staff) 

Hunters test their mettle stalking coyotes 
By: Frank Smith in the winter, so snow camoufl age, or Coyote hunting goes way back to the important step in coyote hunting. Center-After all the deer tags are filled fur trappers of the Eighteenth Century.  whites, are the best. fi re rifles are the most common, but
and the pheasant season is over Now hunting coyotes is mainly done for    “I wear whites. This helps me stay shotguns can be used at close range shot.

fun. hidden from the coyotes,” said Tanner there is still one more hunting Smaller calibers rifles are the best for 
   “It’s just a fun time with friends hanging Dolbec junior. coyote hunting. Calibers from .223 toseason : coyote season.  Coyotes also have a keen sense of smell,out, and shooting yotes” Clay Solem .243 are the most popular.  “I shoot a 

so staying downwind of the coyote isjunior.  The coyote, also known as Canis Winchester .243.  It knocked down the six 
another crucial part of coyote hunting.Latrans, is found all over the nation, coyotes I shot this year,” Coleman Entze 

from the badlands of North Dakota, to Staying downwind is where a hunter’s junior. 
the deserts of Texas.  According to the wind is in their face so no animal that is The coyote population is starting to
desertUSA.com, the coyotes that live in in front of them can smell them. Washing climbing rapidly according to the game
the upper Midwest can weigh from 15-45 hunting clothes with no scent soap is and fish web site. Coyotes are haveing
pounds and stand 2-3 feet tall (2-15-2011). precaution to take before going out into more pups, and keeping them alive. The 

the field.The coyote’s diet mainly consists of population is at one of its highest marks in
smaller mammals, like ground squirrels, Calling coyotes is the most common ten years www.gf.nd.gov (2-15-2011).
birds, and rabbits. Coyotes look for the way of hunting coyotes. Calling coyotes    Diseases affect the coyote populaton 
easiest meal possible, and can’t resist a is an art that takes a while to master.  dramatically. They can kill the coyote, 
dying rabbit call. An animal in distress call is one of the making it harder to find the animal in 

best calls to use. Coyotes are hunters asCoyotes live in packs from two, during the wild. The diseases not only affect the 
the mating season, to ten. well as scavengers, and just like humans, population but the hunting as well.
They communicate through four basic they want a meal that is the easiest to get. Mange is a skin disease caused by mites
voices of howling, yelping, barks, and That is why a dying rabbit call appeals to burrowing under the coyotes’ skin. This 

a coyote.huffing. will cause them to lose their fur, and be 
Calls that imitate howls, barks, andThe clothing that hunters wear can unable to survive he harsh winters. 

determine their success. Just like dogs, yelps are called locators. Locater calls Another disease that affects coyotes 
coyotes have awesome sight. Coyotes are attract a coyote’s attention.  If there was a is rabies. Rabies is a fatal disease that 

kill, or if it is mating season, or if a coyotemasters at picking out small movements in essentially rots the coyote’s brain making 
is in distress, all of these sounds can bethe countryside. it not think clear. This makes them very 

Most of the time coyote hunting occurs imitated to attract the coyote. aggressive, and will eventually kill them.
Picking the right firearm is another 

We are open Mon-Fri 
6:00AM-8:00 and 
Sat 8:00-12:00PM 

http:countryside.it
http:www.gf.nd.gov
http:desertUSA.com
http:edrinks.net
http:nlsadd.com
http:hypnosisconnection.com
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Above: AJ Rudolph adds coils to his pottery to 

make a coil built pot. Right: Hailey Fritz begins to 

mold her clay pot. 

Keshia Flemmer smooths out 
give it a cleaner look. 

High Tech!

her pot to 

Above: Isaiah Krebs paints his 
routered sign to show his school 
spirit. Right: Zach Morris aligns 
his board with the CNC router to 
make his sign. 

Kayden Candrian sands out her 
letters for painting. Photos by: 
Jade Schaan and Jodi Boe. 
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Meghan Battest, junior: 
“The coolest thing I learned was that with 
the right clay and glaze you can make 
porcelain.” 

Ag. department receives routers, plasma arc cutter
By: Jodi Boe 

we use are down at my level,” Kayden Candrian, anBHS belongs to a program that shares 
AutoCAD student, said.educational equipment from Global Step-by-step manuals help the learning process easy

Technology Industries, a company based for students and makes the teaching process easier.
in Mandan. Other schools included in this “The manuals are very helpful because they’re easy to 
program are Washburn, Mott, Watford City, follow and allow the students to go at their own pace,” 

Schilke said.and Dickinson Trinity.
According to senior Brooke Renner, the only hard part Four hands-on learning modules are present at this 

about using the machines is missing a step.time in the department and include two mills that cut 
Even though students are using big machines, thereplastic; a CNC router which is used on wood; and a 

seldom are problems.plasma arc cutter used for cutting metal. Six computers 
    “If there are ever problems or something we haven’t with the program Mastercam accompany the machines. 
learned from teacher in-service, the technical support isTim Aichele’s Advanced Welding class and Caitlin 
always there,” Aichele said.Schilke’s AutoCAD class currently use the machines.
   So far this semester, Schilke’s AutoCAD students have Students design a pattern and then write a program 

each made a smallinvolving x, y, and z “The students ... can use the program routered sign of theircoordinates to make a 
3-dimmensional model of that actual engineers use and see if choice with the CNC 

router. Schilke plans that design. The machines they want to go into something that to have the studentscan then read the program involves these types of machines.” make even smaller, and carve the design. 
routered plasticThe modules allow ~ Caitlin Schilke, AutoCAD teacher. 
pieces later in thestudents to see first-hand 
semester. what kinds of machines are used in manufacturing and 

Aichele’s Advanced Welding class will utilize the engineering. 
plasma arc cutter to make cuts in metal that are too small“The students get to find out what manufacturing jobs 
and precise for the average operator to make.are all about. Instead of just hearing about it in class, 

The plasma arc cutter currently in the Ag. Department they can use the program that actual engineers use and 
is part of a pilot program. BHS is the second school tosee if they want to go into something that involves these 
use it and it will be here for a total of nine weeks.types of machines,” Schilke said.
   Schilke’s modules will stay for only six weeks and then Interest in engineering at the high school level benefits 
make their way to another school.students in the long run. According to the Bureau of 

Projects that the students make will be entered in theLabor Statistics, job growth for engineers in the United 
county and state fair where they will receive a premium.States is expected to rise. Those who are employed as 

Because of the technology “students who use theengineers in the U.S. make an average of $78,800 a year 
machines can see that computers can be used to control(02-02-11). 
more than just printers; they can control metal [andAccording to students, the machines are easy to use.
wood] too,” Aichele said. “[Even though] I’m not a very handy person, the tools 

Brett Knecht, junior: 
“I really like the accuracy of the machines and 
the sign that I made.” 

New kiln inspires young artists 
By: Jade Schaan 

The art room at Beulah High School received 
a kiln in mid-December. Cameron Brown, 
the new art teacher, was responsible for this 
addition to the art room. 

The kiln is used for pottery and clay in the art room. 
This is new for BHS students. Though they have worked 
with clay before, they have never had the option to use a 
kiln. 

The kiln can be used for drying, hardening, or burning 
different materials. The kiln can turn clay into ceramics, 
which is what will be happening most in the art room. 

To bring the kiln into the art room Brown had to first 
talk to the administration and file an innovation grant 
form. The grant is set up by the school district

 “I explained the idea of bringing ceramics to Beulah 
students, the benefit of expanding students’ knowledge of 
art, and that there are various ways to create art,” Brown 
said. “I want to expose students to other mediums of art.” 

He explained that the kiln is a furnace; it is insulated 
with clay parts or bricks. It has heating coils that line the 
inside. The kiln heats to 2000 degrees Fahrenheit. It fires 
for about eight hours, cools down, and the heat melts the 
clay to solidify it. 
   Students are excited about working with different 
materials. Bringing in the kiln will give them a chance to 
explore even more in the art world. 
   “I am looking forward to being able to do pottery, I’ve 
always wanted to do it,” senior art student Heather Baker 
said. 

Baker said she is excited to learn about the different 
types of clay and how to make different things. This new 
medium gives Baker a chance to prepare for college, 
where she plans on majoring in graphic design.

 Bringing the kiln into the art room caused a few 
struggles. Janitorial staff had to figure out where to put 
it, how it would be powered, and what had to be done to 

the art room to make sure nothing would be damaged. 
Custodian Joe Mitzel was the main person working to 
install the kiln. 

He emailed Brown to figure out the voltage and current 
that the kiln needed to be powered. Brown replied that it 
needed 240 volts and 50 amps. This is where a problem 
arose. The school only had 208 volts, so he replaced the 
240volts with the 208volts. 

Mitzel installed a panel in the corridor by the lunch 
room and ran electrical wiring through the ceiling up to 
Brown’s room. Mitzel then drilled a hole in the wall. He 
built an exhaust the sucks the heat outside; otherwise, the 
room would get too hot.
   “I also read that the kiln shouldn’t be set on tile 
flooring, so I went and bought 96 bricks for the kiln to be 
set on,” Mitzel said. 

After all the hard work, the kiln is now being used in 
the art room. Students are learning different methods of 
forming the clay. The methods are pinch pot, coil built, 
slab built, casting, and wheel thrown. 

Students are currently working with the coil built 
method, where pottery is constructed with coils; the 
walls build up back stacking coils on top of each other.            

Brown instructed studentsto create something of their 
choosing with the coil method. They made cups bowls, 
vases, and saucers.

 It is important while working with the clay to keep it 
moist so it does not dry out overnight. Students had to 
wrap their clay in a moist paper towel and place it in a 
bag to keep the air out. When they finish their creation 
they have to set it out until it gets to the leather hard 
stage. The leather heard stage is when the clay is partially 
dry, but it is still able to be worked with. 

Once the students form the clay and it dries, it is fired. 
After being fired for the first time, glaze is applied and 
the clay is fi red again.

 Students are able to take the finished product home and 
put it to use. If they make bowls or cups, these items can 
be used to eat and drink out of. 


